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Let S(k) = YCzZ: (n/p)nL wherep is a prime = 3 mod 4 and k is an integer > 3. 
Then S(k) frequently takes large values of each sign. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a prime p z 3 mod 4 let 
S(k) = S(k; p) = k1 (“1 Ilk 
n=l P 
where (n/p) is Legendre’s symbol. Ayoub, Chowla and Walum [l] noted that 
S(0) = 0, S(1) < 0 and S(2) < 0; they also proved that when k = 3 there 
are infinitely many primes p = 3 mod 4 for which S(k) > 0 and infinitely 
many for which S(k) < 0. Although their method worked for some other 
small values of k it did not work for all k. Fine [4] proved that for each real 
k > 2 there are infinitely many primes p = 3 mod 4 for which S(k) > 0 and 
infinitely many for which S(k) < 0. The purpose of this note is to obtain a 
quantitative version of Fine’s result. We use log,x to denote the iterated 
logarithm, i.e., log,x = log log x. 
THEOREM 1. Let k be an integer, k > 2 and A > 1. There exist positive 
constants C, , C, such that for all sujiciently large x there exist at least x 
exp -(10g~x)~ primes p = 3 mod 4 such that 
P\x < and S(k; p) > CIp”-+l/z (2) 
and at least x exp -(log,x)A primes p = 3 mod 4 such that 
P<X and S(k; p) < -C,pL+l12. (3) 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Expanding f(x) = p”x” (0 < x < 1) in a Fourier series with period 1 we 
have 
Since 
f(x) = fia, + f (a, cos 2rrmx + b, sin 2nmx). 
??L=l 
E1 (“) COS T = 0 and 
n=1 P 
E1 (+) sin ?f?! = ($) p~/~ 
12=1 
this implies that 
p$ W P) = 2 (F) b, 
Wbl 
where 
bm =2L1p lexk sin 2rmx dx 
-P” p’“k(k - 1) l =-- 
rrrn 2rr2m2 I 
x”-~ sin 2n=mx dx. 
0 
Let 
a(r, m) = j’ xT sin 2?rmx dx, r = 1, 2,..., 
0 
then ~(1, m) = -1/2vrm and a(r, m) = {ra(r - 1, m) - 1}/2rm for r > 1. 
Hence a(r, m) < 0 and a(r, m) = O(r/m). Thus 
& s(k, p) = - c L(1, P) + p” f Cm (F) (4) 
m=l 
where 
L(s, p) = f (“1 n-3 
n=l p 
and c, > 0 satisfies c, = o(m-“). 
3. DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 1 
(5) 
Bateman, Chowla and Erdiis [2] proved that there exists an infinite sequence 
of primes p = 3 mod 4 for which L(1, p) 4 0 and another such sequence 
for which L(1, p) -+ + cc; this was used by Ayoub, Chowla and Walum [I] 
to show that S(3) takes both positive and negative values, Joshi [7] replaced 
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the condition p 3 3 mod 4 by a more general arithmetic progression, and 
this was used by Fine [4] to deal with general S(k). Our quantitative version 
of Fine’s result depends on obtaining similar improvements in Joshi’s result. 
THEOREM 2. Let c and d be relatively prime positive integers for which 
8 1 d. For positive constants D, , D, and A > 1, and aN suficiently large x, 
there are at least x exp -(log, x)” primes p satisfying 
p<x,p=cmodd and ~71, P> > DI (6) 
and there are at least x exp -(log, x)” primes p satisfying 
p <x,p=cmodd and W P> -=c D, - (7) 
Before going on to the proof of Theorem 2 we deduce Theorem 1 from it. 
In (4) the series is dominated by Cc, < co so taking 
D, = 271 2 c,, 
TlI=l 
we have 
4 S(k; p) = - g L(1, P) + Pk f cm (g, 
??l=l 
< -pk -f cm 
m=l 
(8) 
for at least x exp -(log, x)” primes p < x and = 3 mod 4; which proves 
the second part of Theorem 1. 
Since c, > 0 and Cc,,, < co, for some large integer N we have 
D = 2 c, - c,, ;> 0. 
m=l m=N+l 
Then for all primes in a certain arithmetic progression P we have 
p-3mod4 and f =l 
( 1 
for tn == 1. 2,..., N 
so that 
$, (F) c, 3 D for p E P. 
We can suppose the arithmetic progression to be p G c mod d where 8 / d 
641/11/4-3 
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and (c, d) = 1. Applying Theorem 2, there are at least x exp -(log, x)” 
primes p E P for which 
UL P) -C 7~D/2 
so that 
p& stk; P) > DP”/~. (9 
4. PRELIMINARIES TO THEOREM 2 
For any E E (0, 4) take 17 to satisfy (1 + 7) = (1 - ~)-l and put 
y = (log, X)1++. (10) 
Let p1 < a** <pm be the primes < y which do not divide d and put M = 
dp, 1.. pm . Then each p;lM, i = 1, 2 ,..., M, is less than 
M < d exp e(y) = exp{ y + o(y)} -C exp(log, x)I+~ 
where 0(y) = CKV log p. 
LEMMA 1. There exist absolute positive constants B and b with the follow- 
ingproperty. If u is apositive integer there is at most one realprimitive charac- 
ter with modulus < u for which the associated L-function has a real zero > l- 
(B/log 4. 
If such an exceptional character exists let k1 be its modulus. If k < u and 
kl 7 k (if k, exists) then for x 2 exp (log u)l+n and (8, k) = 1 we have 
the implicit constant depending only on E. 
This is Satz 2.2 of Prachar [lo, p. 3191 since d < (log ~)l-~. 
LEMMA 2. A given real primitive character can be exceptional with respect 
to at most finitely many positive integers u. If k < u, k, f k, (8, k) = 1 and 
x 2 exp (log u)l+n then 
c 
-___ 
j = 4fk) zz n Iig n + ~(4 W + W/+(k) exp g (log x)‘) 
(12) 
&I% k 
where ~(8, k) depends onZy on t and k and the implicit constant depends only 
on E. 
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This is Lemma 3 of Joshi [7]. 
We apply Lemma 1 with u = [exp (log x)l+], by Lemma 2 any exceptional 
modulus k, tends to infinity with x. Hence, if k, exists k, > d for all suffi- 
ciently large x. Now 
g.c.d. ($ ,..., e) = d 
so k, 7 AI/pi for at least one i. Let k = M/p, be the least such value and if k, 
does not exist put k = M/pn, . If k, exists then 
so k I (dp, -.-pl.). Since k, + co with x, so does pr and 
k = z = exp{ y + o(y)). (13) 
5. THE SET .i? 
Let gi be a quadratic residue mod pi (i = l,..., m, i # r). Taking X == 
(- l)(+-l)ja and using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is a unique 
positive integer G < k such that 
/=cmodd and G = Ag, (mod pi) i=l ,..., m, i # r. 
By the first part of Lemma 1, there is at most one prime qO for which the 
corresponding L-function has a real zero > 1 - (B/log x). 
We take Z to be the set of primes q satisfying 
q = Pmod k, xl/Z < q < x, 4 f 40. (14) 
Since d / k, q = / mod d and also G E c mod d so q ES c mod d for each 
q E 2:. If S is the cardinality of Z then, by Lemma 1, 
S- % / < xlt$(k) exp b(Iog -u)‘> 
so 
S = { 1 + o(l)}x/+(k) log x. (15) 
LEMMA 3. For q E 2 
log -WY 9) = - 1 log (1 - ;) + 0 (j-) + zy ((g + 0 ($1 
P$Y 
+~log(l--~)-~Il-(~)~l. 
(16) 
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This is equation (21) of Joshi [7], our different choice for y does not affect 
the proof. 
The discussion of Merten’s theorem on p. 351 of Hardy and Wright [6] 
shows that 
- po!3(1 -j) = hi% Y + Y + wllog Y) 
\ 
= 1% x + Wl + 50) + y 
Sincep, -+ co as x + co, 
c log w  , 4) = wig, x + Y + log(l + $9) 
9EZ 
fS p(1 -+pg[l~ 
I 
+ R + 48 
where 
+ 
- 
O(l/log, x). 
P 1 
0 lj 
- - 
CP 
(17) 
(18) 
6. ESTIMATION OF R 
The double sum R is split into 5 parts Ri (i = l,..., 5) corresponding to the 
summation of p over intervals 
4: Y <P < exp 3y, (19 
Iz: exp 3y -C p < x exp - 3y, (20) 
I3: x exp - 3y < p ,( x exp 3y, (21) 
14: x exp 3y < p < exp(log x)l+l/c, (22) 
Z5: p > exp(log x)l+l/E. (23) 
For p E I1 we have 
p” < exp(3y + y + o(y)) < exp 5y -C exp(log,x)l+” -=C [exp(log x)l-E] = U. 
Since k has been chosen so that it is not a multiple of the one possible 
exceptional modulus k, with respect to U, pk can be a multiple of k, for at 
most one prime, p. say in ZI . For any p E ZI and any integer a with (a, p) = 1 
let 
a&P) = 2 1. 
WE 
q=amod p 
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LEMMA 4. For large x and p E I1 , p # pO , we have 
/ sG% P) - $ / < p(,ospp)6 ’ (24 
This may he obtained in the same way as the corresponding formula in 
Section 3a of Joshi [7] since 
(log p)” < y5 Q (log, x)5(1+11) = 0 
I 
Since 
we obtain, using Mertens’ extimate for C l/p, 
LEMMA 5. Wehave 
/ R2 I2 < log, x c f [S(a, p) - $1’. 
PEIp a=1 
(26) 
This follows immediately from Section 3.6 of Joshi [7] since the proof is 
independent of the range 12. 
LEMMA 6. Let S be a set of Z integers in an interval of length N. ZfZ(a, p) 
denotes the number of integers in the set S which are congruent to a modp, then 
(27) 
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Further, if h is a positive decreasing continuous function defined on [Y, x] 
where X > Y > 0 then 
< Z Ih( Y)( Y2 + TN) + 2 1; xh(x) dx/ . (28) 
This is Lemma 1 of Joshi [7], it is essentially Gallagher’s version of the 
large sieve [5]. Although the estimates have been improved by Montgomery 
and Vaughan [8], these improvements do not affect the results obtained here. 
We apply Lemma 6 with h(x) = l/x, Y = exp 3y and X = x exp - 37. 
Then 
1 R, 12 d log, x (Y-1( Y2 + CC) + 2(X - Y)}S << log, X (Y-lx + X}S. 
Since (log, X) exp(-3y) = o (X/(/C log x)) = o (S), we have 1 R, I2 = o(S2) 
and so 
I R2 I = 40 (29 
To estimate R, we use Mertens’ estimate 
1 J13 (5) -j- 1 G II3 $- = 1% log(xe3f9 - log log(xe-39 + 0 (+) 
= 1% 1 + (log z- + I I +oh&j 
(30) 
To estimate R, the interval I4 is divided into intervals 
Jt: t < p 9 t exp(log x)-~ 
when t3 = 2 + l/e. The number of intervals Jt required to cover I, is at most 
(log x)B+l++ and the number Z, of primes in Jt satisfies 
LEMMA 7. We have 
zt G (10; x)B . 
lrz lx, (f, $ - + ;I lx, (2) = ~cvog x)-2B). (31) 
This is equation (30) of Joshi [7], the proof is independent of E. 
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LEMMA 8. We have 
(32) 
This occurs in Section 3d of Joshi [7], again the proof is independent of Z. 
From Lemma 8 we have 
1 f zz 5, ($)I’ < S(xe-3y f 1Nog x>-” 
Q P(log x)-48 
since 
Therefore 
xee3’(log x)36 < x/k log x < S. 
Summing over at most (log ~)@+l+l/~ intervals Jt: 
R, = 1 c (“) -!- < S(log x)~-~+‘/~ 
QE.?I WI, q P 
= S(log x)-’ = O(S). 
LEMMA 9. We have 
R, = O(S/x) = o(S) 
See Section 3e of Joshi [7]. 
Combining these estimates we see that 
R = o(S) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Combining (17) and (37) 
c log w, 4) = ww4 x + y + Ml + 7dw 
q= 
+s~pog(l-~)- p,I, -(r,f]/ +m 
> gs log, x 
for all sufficiently large x. 
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LEMMA 10. There is an absolute constant C, > 0 such that for allp 
(39) 
This follows from the Polya-Vinogradov inequality [9]. 
LEMMA 11. Let 8 > 0 be given. Then we canjind constants C, , C, (depend- 
ing on 8) andfor each x > 2 a set 6 = t(x) so that for allp < x, p $ [ we have 
(40) 
and 6 has cardinality O(9). 
This is Theorem 1 of Elliott [3]. 
Let Z; be the subset of Z for which L(l, p) > D, , the contribution to the 
sum in (38) coming from those q $& is 
so for large x 
< (log DJS = o(S lo& x) 
1 log al, 4) > as log, x. 
qq 
Suppose that N(x) elements q E ZI have 
(41) 
1 L(l, q>l < c, kV3, q ,< C, log, x 
there are at most x8 remaining members of Z; for each of which 
Hence 
xs log, x + N(x) log, X > s log, X 
and so, using (13) and (15). 
s log, x 
N(x) B log, X ___ > x exp(-(log, x)“) (42) 
since E > 0 is arbitrary. This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 2. 
To prove the second part of Theorem 2, the condition that g, be a quadratic 
residue mod pi is replaced by the condition that it be a non-residue. For the 
corresponding set Z we have, in place of (41), 
c log L(l, q) < - 4s log, x. 
gEx 
(43) 
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In place of Lemma 10 we have 
LEMMA 13 (Siegel). For any 5 > 0 we can find c(S) > 0 so that 
~(1 , PI > 45) P-i 
for all p. 
See Satz 8.1 of Prachar [15, ch. 41. 
Let Z2 be the subset of Z for which L(1, p) =C D, , then 
c log L(1) q) < - is log, .Y. 
ez2 
Let N,(X) elements q E 2 have 
there are at most x8 remaining members of Z2 for each of which 
Hence 
I W,*q)l >, 45)p-~ > 45) x-5. 
and so 
xwog x) + N,(x) log, x > s log, x 
Mx) > q$y > x exp(-(log, x)+ 
(4) 
(45) 
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